


Among the World Book Day 2018 School Workshops you can choose from are…

A Visit from Bookman – Character visit
The world’s newest superhero, Bookman has the extraordinary power of bringing stories 
to life – and he’ll fly into your school all set to help your pupils in doing the same. Armed 
with his trusty Book Bag, he’ll make an unexpected appearance at an assembly before 
leading classes through a series of exciting, engaging and enticing drama workshops 
(all differentiated for age). And the outcomes? A series of powerfully persuasive dramas 
promoting their chosen stories.

Fiction Fusion
How does a cover make you want to open the book? Through exploring this questions, 
children will create their own unique bookplates – each one representing a hybrid of two 
of their favourite works!

Jigsaw Stories
How well do pupils know well-loved tales? Having pieced together the key moments of 
given story in the correct order, small groups then dramatise scenes, culminating in a 
whole-class retelling of the tale.

Bookman Rides Again!
If you enjoyed A Visit from Bookman last year, who not invite the homemade superhero 
back in 2018 – for Bookman Rides Again! After reacquainting himself with the 
children at an assembly, he’ll meet each year group in turn, challenging them, in age-
appropriate ways to tell the story of the day he found himself inside one of the books 
from his library! Using a range of drama approaches, they’ll weave magical narratives 
combining well-known stories and Bookman himself!

The Power of Stories - Author visit 
Inspired by Jessica Shepherd’s acclaimed book Grandma, and led by the 
author/illustrator herself, this beautiful workshop encourages children to think 
about people they love – and allows them to create their own illustrated books 
exploring ways that working together can overcome problems.

Scenes from Shakespeare
Shakespeare was a superb storyteller – and his stories still survive unscathed today! These 
exciting workshops, though, take him back to his roots – by taking a dramatic approach to his 
work. Working with one of our professional drama specialists, pupils will get an actor’s-eye-
view of one of his plays – and have a chance to taste the text too!

The Story That Saved the Day
Books and their authors really can change our lives for the better. From helping us identify 
and identify with people like ourselves to unleashing our imaginations to roam in fantastical 
worlds. Beginning with a whole-school assembly in which we share with your pupils a book 
that’s shaped our lives, The Story That Saved the Day leads into a series of workshops in 
which pupils consider and/or invent other transformative stories – and celebrate them 
through visual art.


